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Abstract—A demonstration of a cognitive radio network that
supports concurrent spectrum sensing and transmission is pre-
sented. Similar to full-duplex transceivers, an analog cancellation
signal is used to reduce the self-interference arising from the
transmitter to the co-located spectrum sensing circuitry, so that
primary users operating in the same frequency band can be
detected. The system is implemented on a National Instruments
Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) platform and oper-
ates in the 915 MHz ISM band. The demonstration will show that
continuous spectrum sensing avoids the overhead for dedicated
sensing periods and reduces primary user detection latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

In many situations the radio spectrum is densely allocated,
however, it is not necessarily heavily occupied [1]. Cognitive
radio has been proposed to improve spectral efficiency by
introducing opportunistic reuse of temporarily under- or un-
used frequency spectrum [2]. Fig. 1(a) shows a simplified
cognitive radio system, where a secondary user communicates
with the receiver nodes when the primary user is not active.
Primary users may have priority access rights to some fre-
quency bands (e.g., licensed spectrum). Therefore, secondary
users with cognitive radio capability must be able to rapidly
detect the presence of these primary users and switch to other
unoccupied frequency bands.

Many spectrum sensing algorithms and techniques have
been proposed and implemented (for an overview, refer to [3]).
Typically, sensing is not performed concurrently with trans-
mission, as the antennas connected to transmit and spectrum-
sensing circuits are usually physically close and significant lev-
els of self-interference would ‘swamp’ the sensing procedure.
Accordingly, most approaches rely on periodically stopping
secondary user transmissions to sense the channel [3], i.e., to
‘listen’ for the primary users, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). There
is a trade-off in establishing appropriate sensing periods and
duration: shorter intervals between sensing or longer listening
periods reduces the efficiency of the secondary users; however,
increasing the interval or reducing the duration potentially
increases interference to the primary users. In addition, the
‘blind-interval’ between sensing periods can increase the la-
tency between the start of primary user transmissions and the
stop of the secondary user, which is a concern for 5G systems.

In full-duplex systems, simultaneous transmission and re-
ception in the same frequency band can be achieved by
suppressing the self-interference via a cancellation signal [4].
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Fig. 1. (a) Overview of a cognitive radio system: secondary users may reuse
the same frequency spectrum if primary users are not transmitting. For sim-
plicity, only the down-link portion is shown. (b) Primary and secondary user
transmissions over time: secondary users must periodically stop transmitting
to ‘listen’ for primary users.

A similar approach has been proposed to enable concur-
rent spectrum-sensing and transmission for cognitive radio
nodes, e.g., [5], [6], [7], [8]. In particular, it has been shown
that concurrent spectrum-sensing can improve secondary user
throughput [7] and lowers the risk of interference to a primary
user [6], [8]. However, these and other similar studies are
largely theoretical and neither hardware implementations nor
demonstrations have been previously reported.

The demonstration outlined in this abstract is a proof-
of-concept implementation for a concurrent (spectrum-
sensing and transmission) cognitive radio network using self-
interference cancellation. An important contribution of this
research is the evaluation of spectrum-sensing algorithms
under realistic conditions, i.e., in the presence of resid-
ual self-interference. For example, [7] and [6] use energy-
detection algorithms to identify primary user transmissions
by assuming near-perfect cancellation of the self-interference
(i.e., suppression below the thermal noise-floor). In practise,
perfect suppression is usually not attained, due to phase-
noise, other hardware impairments, and uncertainty in the
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